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The reviewed work concerns currently an important problem in steel metallurgy, that is,

phase changes occurring during solidification and cooling of steel. The sequence of phase

changes depends on the carbon content in the steel, the content of other elements and the

amount of undercooling of the liquid phase at the time of solidification. The temperature of

cast steel has a great influence on the course of the casting process itself and the formation of

the primary structure of cast ingots and continuously cast billets. To determine the liquid

temperature of steel in a ladle suitable for casting a melt it is necessary to determine as

precisely as possible the liquidus temperature as well as the required overheating above the

liquidus.temperature. Estimating the liquidus temperature, however, is not an easy and

obvious matter. Taking into account the above, the Author undertook the subject of phase

transformations in steel during the solidification process, focusing on the possibility of

determining liquidus and solidus temperatures experimentally on real steel grades using the

direct thermal analysis method. Therefore, the choice of topic is accurate and justified.

The PhD dissertation consists of seven chapters. Thę first chapter is a literature review

concerning defects created during casting, analysis of the main parameters affecting the

casting and solidification process of steel (casting temperature, casting speed, liquidus

temperature) and characteristics of thermal analysis methods: TG, DTA, DSC, direct thermal

analysis method. The reviewed work contains 96 literature items. The thematic scope of the

literature may be considered appropriate for the implementation of the work, and the analysis

of the sources is sufficiently broad. In addition, PhD student presented a list of 48 publications

in which she is the author or co-author (including three in journals from the Philadelphia list:



twice Archives of Metallurgy and Materials and once Metallurgija), and the majority of which

relate to the subject of the PhD dissertation.

In chapter 2, the Author presented the objectives of the work and the scope of work,

which do not raise any objections. The aim of the work was achieved through a series of
experimental tests on samples of 25 real steel grades using direct thermal analysis, broadening

thę research by the planned experiment (DOE) method to analyze the impact of selected

experimental conditions on calculated liquidus and solidus temperatures. Finally, the

comparison of the results of these two temperatures obtained experimentally and by

thermodynamic calculations were carried out.

The experimental part of the work (chapters: 3 to 5) includes a description of the test stand

§etzsch STA Jupiter), preparation of test samples and methodology of the tests performed

first on a standard material (nickel) to analyze the effect of sample mass and cooling / heating

rate on the results obtained, and then on 25 industrial samples (14 samples of continuous cast

billets and 11 samples of ingot steels of processing of forgings cast into the mould).

Additionally PhD student worked out the method of planned experiment DOE (Design of
Experiment), in which she analyzed the influence of such factors as effect of different

temperature modes (heating versus cooling) and usę of the sequence (second cycle) in direct

thermal analysis experiments on studied liquids and solidus temperatures. As a result she

confirmed that statistic significance of these two factors could be different. It is also worth to

underline that the results obtained from thermodynamic calculations do not fully respond the

data obtained from experimental research. Finally, Author indicated and recommended one

liquids ńd solidus temperature for every tested steel grades.

The original achievement of the work is the developed methodology of direct thermal

analysis using real industrial steel grades and the development and implementation of the

methodology of the planned DOE experiment. It allowed to indicate one specific temperature

of liquids and solidus for each analyzed steel grade.

When reading the PhD dissertation, I was asked a few substantive questions:

} On what basis were the test parameters selected: mass from 5 to 20 g and cooling lheating

rate from 2 to 20 oClmin?

} What is the reason for such a different result for the sample mass of 5 g in Table 5 (page

48)?

} The data in Figure 42 (page 49) does not fully match the values in Table 5 (page 48), how

can it be explained?
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Charts in Figure 40 and 4I, and even 42 and 43 do not bring much, because previously the

values presented on them are shown in Tables 4 and 5. Therefore, in my opinion, these

charts could be omitted.

What was the chemical composition of real industrial steel samples, and what was the

difference between these steels? You mentioned only about 14 steel grades of continuous

casting billets with small and large diameter (ó 130-400) and l l ingot steels of processing

of forgings cast into mould. Could you give more information?

Will the chemical composition and its change during the measurement influence the

results of the research?

On what basis has the mass in Table 6 (pages 51) and Table 7 (plage 52) been selected for

further testing?

Why, for solidus temperature, the results of the model quality are worse than for the

liquidus temperature? How can it be explained?

On pages 44,50 and 59 there is a reference [V82] - what does it concern, because there is

only [V48] in the reference work?

Table 36 shows the results of thę liquidus temperature from the industrial partner, how

were these results obtained because they differ from the results obtained from expeńmental

studies and thermodynamic simulations?

Summary

The work is a comprehensive and valuable research material, and the mentioned-above

questionŚ and comments do not diminish the basic value of the work. The Author showed a

good skill in conducting experimental research at the same time preseniing a good knowledge

of issues related to metallurgy of steel, and especially the process of steel casting and phase

transformation taking place during this process. In addition, the topicality of the subject, as

well as the cognitive and practical meaning of the subject deserve attention.

In summary, I believe that the PhD dissertation of Ing. Michaela Strouhalovó titled,,Studium

fŹnovych zmćn v oceli bóhem jejiho tuhnuti" meets all the requirements for PhD dissertations

and basing on this I recommend her admission to public defense, and after the successful

defense I recommend giving Ing. Michaela Strońalovó the title PhD in technical sciences

(Metallurgy/Metalurgie/Metalurgickó technolo gie).


